


From Reach the World 
to 

I Will Go



We need details of your plans

• A reminder: Division-specific objectives and KPIs need to be 
submitted to ASTR by July 1st 

• This is so the GC can prepare an I Will Go booklet that is 
specific to your division

• If you decide simply to adopt the GC I Will Go plan in full, 
without additions, that’s fine, but please let us know

• GC will produce an overall booklet and as many division 
booklets as needed based on your responses



Just “one thing”?

• The fact that there are thirteen divisions are a 
reminder why we were only able to go so far with 
advice from the world field. . .

• There were some suggestions: have “just three 
things” as    a world Church strategic framework

• Even: “Just one thing”



We have simplified

• We had too much in the Reach the World 

2015–2020 Plan



The Structure of the Plan

• Thirteen “strategic issues”

• Twenty-one areas of concern

• These became 21 Objectives

• From these, in turn, 81 Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs) were established



From Reach the World to 

I Will Go



We have simplified



This
is

simpler



Just “one/three thing(s)”?

•But the breadth of interests and the variety of very 
different contexts represented in this room is why 
the world plan can never “be just one thing”

•Or even three things (though this time there are just 
three strategic issues)



Research reflected this

• The global survey of church members, the survey of 
church leaders worldwide, and the assessments of 
division presidents and GC department directors, 
highlighted many issues that ideally needed 
addressing

• These reflected the diversity



Pick just a few objectives & KPIS 

•Divisions may want to add their own, on which they 
will focus

•Departments and other entities should go through
the Plan, and identify those KPIs and Objectives
which they can address



Pick just a few objectives & KPIS 

•Departments and other entities should go through
the Plan, and identify those KPIs and Objectives
which they can address

• The 2021 Advisories will be crucial



Carefully assess the Objectives
and KPIs 

•Assess for relevance to your department or entity’s 
own goals

•Also for how effectively you & your counter-parts 
can deliver objectives & KPIs



Carefully assess the Objectives
and KPIs 

•GC Education Dept went through the Reach the 
World plan in early 2016 and carefully analyzed all its 
21 objectives and 81 KPIs

•Dr. Beardsley-Hardy and division Education Dept 
directors have already done this with the draft I Will 
Go plan 



Carefully assess the Objectives
and KPIs 

• They referred to their selected objectives & KPIs at 
each of their twice-yearly meetings through this last 
quinquennium

•Good example to follow!

•Also Communications ...



2. Because Biblical doctrines express universal 

truth & because research shows that Adventist 

understanding of doctrines needs attention

• OBJECTIVE: To engage all members in 

doctrinal study, as essential for spiritual 

maturity

• Relevant KPI: Increased provision & widespread 

use of Bible study aids on mobile devices and 

social media



3. Because Ellen White's writings help us to 

understand the Bible better and provide

practical and inspired counsel to the church:

• OBJECTIVE: To make all members better 

acquainted with Ellen White’s counsel 

and prophetic ministry

• Relevant KPI: Significantly increased availability

via mobile devices and on social media of her 

writings, and of information about her impact 

and ministry



3. Because Ellen White's writings help us to 

understand the Bible better and provide

practical and inspired counsel to the church:

• OBJECTIVE: To make all members better 

acquainted with Ellen White’s counsel 

and prophetic ministry

• Relevant KPI: More effective use of social 

media to promote Ellen White’s writings



Pick objectives & KPIS 

• Then work through them and refer back regularly to 
assess success

•And for Divisions, please send ASTR what objectives 
& KPIs you want to add


